
Deaf Interpreter 
Animated Video Transcript 

Visual Dialogue 

A man is seen in the waiting room of a 
medical centre. He walks up to the 
reception desk and waves at the 
receptionist with an uneasy smile. A speech 
bubble appears from the receptionist’s 
mouth that says ‘may I help you?’ 

The man taps his ears to indicate that he is 
deaf and shrugs his shoulders. He places 
his hand on his forehead as if it is warm to 
touch. He shrugs his shoulders, 
acknowledging the communication 
breakdown and puts his finger up to 
indicate to the receptionist to wait a 
moment. He takes his mobile out of his 
pocket and begins to type on the screen. 
He holds the phone up to the receptionist. 
It reads ‘I feel sick, I need to see a doctor’. 

Man: Hello 

Receptionist: May I help you? 

Man: I’m Deaf, I can’t understand what 
you’re saying. I have a fever… Hold on a 
minute. [Types into phone] I feel sick, I 
need to see a doctor. 

 

 

The man is seen following the receptionist 
in the hallway on the medical centre. She 
gestures towards a door with a sign that 
reads ‘doctor’.  

 

Inside the doctor’s room, the doctor is seen 
next to an Auslan Interpreter. The Auslan 
Interpreter is signing complicated 
information very fast. This is visually 
depicted by blurring her hands and arms. 
The man scratches his head with a 
confused expression. He puts up his hand 
and a speech bubble appears which reads 
‘Stop!’ 

The man types on his phone and shows it 
to the interpreter and the doctor. It reads ‘I 
need a deaf interpreter’ 

A Deaf Interpreter wearing a Signpedia 
shirt walks into the room and the man 
points to him smiling. The Deaf Interpreter 

Auslan Interpreter: [Interpreter relays 
complex medical information in sign 
language] 

Man: …Huh? Stop! [Types into phone] I 
need a Deaf interpreter.  

Man: Here comes the Deaf Interpreter. 

Deaf Interpreter: Hi 

Auslan Interpreter: [Repeats complex 
medical information in sign language] 

Deaf Interpreter: [Relays information 
visually so the patient can easily 
understand] You will need to take these 



 

waves at the Auslan Interpreter and doctor 
and they wave back. The Auslan Interpreter 
repeats what he signed before. Again, in a 
fast and blurry manner. The Deaf 
Interpreter turns to the man and explains 
what she said. The man repeats this back to 
him and he smiles. Everyone smiles and 
gives two thumbs. A lightbulb appears 
above the man’s head.  

tablets. This will help to bring your fever 
down. Good? 

Man: So when I take these tablets, my fever 
will come down. Perfect! 

Deaf Interpreter: Yes 

Man: Great! 

Everyone: Great! 

 


